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amiable disposition and not inclined to take a.
gloomy view of life, were greatly shocked to hear
of his tragic death.
He had been employed in the City Engineer's
department since he left the Institute in June,
1900, and was considered by his employers to be
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with his associates and all are greatly grieved
over the unfortunate affair.
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EWS has been received at the Institute of
the sad death of Thomas D. Boyles, of
the class of '92. It came very suddenly and as
a great blow to all who knew him. Although attended by the best medical specialists, nothing
could be done for him, and he died of blood
poisoning, on November 30th. He was, up to
the time of his fatal illness, with the General
Electric Co., at Schnectady, N. Y., where he
held a position of responsibility. The early termination of his career is most deeply regretted.
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REFERRING death rather than the disgrace
of appearing in court to answer to the charge
of intoxication, Bert J. Devvees, who was at one
time a member of the class of'02, took strychnine
with fatal effect, on the morning of December 6th.
His many friends who knew him to be of an
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HE TECHNIC has this month more the appearance of a college paper than that of a
journal devoted to the publication of papers on
Scientific and Engineering Subjects. It has been
thought well to present a Christmas number composed of articles that would entertain rather than
instruct. The Alumni article is of a Scientific
nature, but is entertaining as well as instructive.

T

HE Board of Managers recently authorized
the purchase of additional electrical apparatus for the electrical engineering department.
President Mees was instructed to contract for
such apparatus during his recent visit in the
East. While in Schenectady the matter was discussed with Mr. Rohrer, General Superintendent,
and Messrs. Gilbert and Edwards, old Rose boys,
who are directly in charge of business in the alternating current department.
The apparatus will be specially built for the
Institute, and designed to serve for experimental
work, as well as actual st.rvice.
The plant will be complete in itself, and as a
generating plant, can be operated either from the

T
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city circuit or from the alternating plant in the
shops. The switchboard will be arranged for all
kinds of experiniental measurements. The generator will be of 74 kilowatts capacity, or about
10-horse power, capable of being used as a continuous current generator with a voltage of from
110 to 160; or as an alternator either single
phase,quarter phase, or three phase, with corresponding voltage, or it may be used as a direct or
inverted rotary convertor, or as either direct or
alternating motor. With it will be arranged a
special speed-governing device for automatic regulation. Three transformers, suitable for the
plant are intended.
The switchboard has been specially designed
to meet the wants in experimental work. It will
be of enameled black slate, 62"x:32" x 2", with a
sub-base, with three ammeters, two voltmeters
and two wattmeters; ten switches, automatic current breakers, rheostats, etc., all arranged in a
most convenient manner.
The plant, as arranged, will provide means for
the study and investigation of all the varied
problems in connection with alternating current
conversion, multiphase transmission, etc. With
it the laboratory will be .completely equipped.
The plant will probably be ready before the close
of the next term.
APIA
S the Christmas examinations draw near the
average student comes to a full realization
of the fact that he is not properly prepared for
the ordeal through which he must pass, and he
begins a hasty review of the term's work. He

A

finds that he has before him more than he can
master in the short time he has allowed himself,
and he becomes flurried, can not concentrate his
thoughts in study, and finally goes up to the examination with the firm conviction that he will
fail. Whether he fails or not, he is reasonably
certain to come to the conclusion that "cramming" is dangerous. It is very easy for one to
overtrain, as it were, and an overtrained mind is
as unfit for an examination as an overtrained body
is fora test of physical endurance.
Joatas
ICTORIES on the gridiron were few this
year. Fate seemed against us in every
game. The men worked hard and did their best
but we could not win. The team will be stronger next year, and with proper coaching throughout the season, we ought to win back some of our
lost laurels.

V
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MONG the students who play at chess there
seems to be some dispute as to who may
rightly lay claim to high honors at the game.
Why not arrange a tournament and settle the
question?
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HE TECHNIC wishes to express its indebtedness to Prof. J. B. Peddle for the two
sketches appearing in the leading article, and
also to Alan McDonald for the heading of "A
Trip to Alaska."
ASA

T
A

MERRY Christmas and happy New Year to
all.
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Li Siva Star at a Mew
Co1ora6o Summer 1Rc6ort
By PROFESSOR J. A. WICKERSHAM.

HIS summer I felt the inclination to climb a mountain,
The inclination was strong to
get up somewhere high and see
off.
..r,,,
I first went out west of the
-4(4., park and looked off over Cono7ev
ver's pond, but that did not
‘\>;"
seem to satisfy ; then I went to
the hills east, and gazed out on the Wabash valley, but even that was not enough ; the fever
had arisen, and I secretly determined to go to the
mountains,
I made all the little subterfuges and pretences
possible in excuse; I tried to make myself believe I was going to visit an old friend in Colorado, but in my heart I knew better. It was
nothing but the call to the mountains, the homesickness for the hills. I wanted to get up high,
to see the snow on the mountain tops, and if possible, touch it.
To some friends I made the pretext of wishing
to see the smelting works in Denver; that was a
mere fiction. What was it to me how gold and
silver were smelted?
It was the primal instinct to climb.
Even on reaching Colorado I found the fever had
not abated, as is so often the case when we approach the possibility of accomplishment; the
desire was strong to jump out of the car window
and start off up the first hill we saw.
In Denver it was not so much the clean streets
and well-built houses that interested me as the
distant mountains that always closed the prospect.
I asked a waiter in a restaurant how long it
took to get out to the mountains. He did not
know exactly, he said; he had never been there.
Never been there! I inquired how long he had
lived in Denver. He told me twelve years. Just

0

think of it, twelve years with the mountains always in sight, but never climb them ! Seeing
my surprise, he said he had always intended to
go, but had never been able to get off.
"Do many people in Denver go to the mountains?" I asked.
"Not a great many," he replied; "it is a
hard job; you can't start right off and run out
there. It means a railroad ride in the first place,
and often a stage ride afterwards. Then you
have to hire a couple of ponies for a day at least,
and sometimes more, and a guide, unless you
want to take the risk of getting lost or falling
over a precipice and breaking your neck; you
have to go prepared to camp out, or else have
your board arranged for at a ranch. It is not so
easy a job to go to the mountains as it looks."
When about to leave Denver, I hurried down
some minutes before train time, and got a good
seat on the side of the car towards the mountains,
so as to have a view out at their snowy peaks as
we passed along.
Just in front of me two seats were thrown together, and presently a young couple with a three
or four year old child came in and sat down facing backwards. I turned again to the window
and began imagining myself on the distant snow
banks, far up in the regions of the Northwest.
"Would you be so kind as to take the seat in
front, and let us have this one together?"
This little sentence disturbed my mental mountam n wandering, and called me back to see what
was going on around me.
Two ladies were standing waiting very politely
on my return to earth, and, of course, I arose on
getting possession of my senses and legs, and did
as they requested, not stopping to consider that
they would have been together as well in the seat
in front as in mine.
They thanked me very politely as they settled
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themselves in my seat, and I took the one facing
the couple ahead, wondering what was the real
reason the ladies had asked me to move. Surely
I was is well seated now as before. and they
would have been equally well placed here.
It did not take me long to understand, however, for soon the child was eating candy, climbing on my knees, and kicking its feet up against
my shirt bosom in a way very flattering to my
good nature. The father and mother paid no attention to it whatever, but looked very much
surprised and grieved when I finally removed my
grip and belongings to the other side of the car,
and turned my attention to the plains. I could
not help stealing a glance at the ladies who had
asked me to move, and wondering what they
really thought.
But I will not be turned here from the contem
plation of mountains and plains and nature to
that of people, although the latter are sometimes
more interesting.
The only other event of this car ride was the
coming through of a runner for the stage line.
After leaving the railroad I should be obliged
to go by stage, and had made no preparation for
the journey whatever, had no tickets, and knew
nothing about the different stage lines. I acted
on the general principle, however, that those who
were the most eager for custom were the ones
who made the most out of it, looked the gentleman's card over carefully, but took the other
stage line at the end of the route.
Here surely the Fates were in my favor, for I
met most agreeable people as stage companions,
and that is no small matter in the enjoyment of
a mountain ride. These people were out to have
a good time, and they took everything good-naturedly.
It was not long till we had exchanged cards
and become acquainted. The gentleman was an
old Worcester Tech, man, and in this case that
school connection soon put us on good terms. It
is remarkable, anyway, how short a time is required to become acquainted on a journey. Running waters mix more readily than still: perhaps that is the reason.,

For some cause or other, we all seemed particularly well satisfied with ourselves, and flattered
ourselves that we formed a most agreeable company.
First we complimented one another all around,
then we complimented the driver, and he returned
the compliment. He said it was a pleasure to
drive people who were not always finding fault.
For my part, I like a good growling pessimist
as well as any one does, but I want him to come
along when I am comfortably seated at home; I
do not care for him as a traveling companion.
And so as a company we were well suited.
The stage was good, the leather straps on which
it was hung were strong, the driver had driven
eight years on Pike's Peak, he told us, and knew
his business, and we were in a mood to believe
everything he said ; he certainly was skillful and
steady.
After the first chill had passed over us at the
thought of what might happen if a brake should
come loose or a line be pulled a little too hard at
a dangerous place, we lost the fear of immediate
death and destruction, and admired the skill with
which the p.nies were handled, with which the
stones were avoided and the narrow log bridges
safely crossed ; we admired the way in which
every down grade was utilized for a gallop, and
the long up-grades pulled steadily and carefully
through.
At first we followed a beautiful stream, whose
name was as pleasant to the ear as the murmur
of the swift flowing water—the St. Vrain, they
called it ; it flows into the south fork of the
Platte; it looked as though it had admirable
places for trout, and in one quiet pool we actually saw, or imagined we did, a number of the
spotted beauties swimming about and enjoying
themselves.
Higher and higher we went; the four ponies
were strong and active, the road fairly good, and
every time we came out upon a ridge, we could
see that the plains in the distance had sunk
farther and farther away, and the sweep of vision
to them suggested more and more the actual approach to the Rocky mountains.
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It was not long till we left the swift-flowing
St. Vrain, and took to the mountain sides. The
afternoon climb was so varied and delightful, it
was with real regret we felt the stage journey
was approaching its end.
As evening came on and we looked over into
the beautiful valley of the Big Thompson, we
could not help thinking of the joy the first immigrant must have had when he caught a glimpse
of this natural park lying open for his appropriation, and shouted, "Here will I set my stakes,
here will I make my home !"
Now, as we descended into the park and saw
the great peaks rise around us, we began to
have some conception of what it is to find one's
self in the heart of the Rockies.
I was in my usual unprepared state, and had
made no arrangements for
board or lodging in advance ; I merely knew the
name of a ranch at which a
friend was stopping, and to
which my companions of
the stage were going.
When now we approached
the end of the stage line, I
found there was still a journey of five or six miles, and
the wagon from the ranch was at and to take
those up who had engaged accommodations there.
With a little crowding I learned I could go along,
but the driver told me there was no accommodation
for another person at the place. I had, however,
a thick overcoat with me; years before I had
bunked on an armful of straw in the mountains
of Saxon Switzerland, and slept on the hay in a
barn in the Tyrol ; I did not think it would hurt
me much to sleep out of doors now ; they say one
never takes cold in the mountains ; I had a friend
at the ranch, too ; I hated to leave my delightful
optimists of the stage journey and put up at another ranch quite apart from them, and taking
all things into consideration, I determined to
risk it.
One never gets all the enjoyment out of a trip
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if everything is cut and dried beforehand. One
should go on a journey as he follows an unexplored stream, turning unexpectedly here and
there, on the lookout for surprises, and generally
getting them, only in that case one must not take
inconveniences too seriously.
Sure enough, on reaching the ranch, all firstclass places were filled, but of second-class places
abundance were left, and I had long since come
to know that these were often the first in reality.
True, I could not eat with the boarders for a day
or two, until there should be a place empty, but I
could eat with the workmen in the morning at
the same table, and an hour earlier, a privilege I
should have been glad to pay extra for if I had
not had it any'ay ; and what bed could be better
than the springs they put
up for me in a tent? Sc
that everything turned out
betterthan I had expected,
because I had not expected
anything, and after all, is
not that the best way in
this old world of ours?
Sometime I look forward
to getting rich and fat and
grouchy, and then I intend
to take one journey like a
genuine Englishman, and
snarl and complain and talk about the bad food
and the poor beds and the wretched service to my
heart's content, and then I intend to go home
when it is over and quietly lie down and die.
They made my bed in a tent with a couple of
boys, who, they said, had just fired another man
out who had been quartered on them in the same
manner. My sponsor with our host took it upon
himself to say that I knew how to get along with
boys—he took a great risk in doing so—and to
be surety for me, so that I was on my good behavior.
The first morning I rose early to get a view of
the sun coming up over the peaks, and a grand
sight it was. I was up two hours before the rest
of the camp, and was glad indeed that I had the
opportunity of eating with the 'workmen.
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The air was beautiful and clear, it was like
spring. The meadow lay stretched out before
me, the meadow larks were singing. I could not
wait for the people to rise, but took a rod and
what equipment I could get ready, and went off
and fished all day.
It was five o'clock in the afternoon when I
got in, tired and wet and hungry, and sunburned
to the bone, with one solitary trout not more than
nine inches long. The law required that it be
thrown back into the water, but it had expired
before I ceased admiring its spotted sides, and
it seemed a pity to throw it away.
Along in the afternoon I got lost in a network
of trout brooks bordered with willows, and in despair of getting out dry shod, finally -waded them
one after another, keeping my bearings on a distant hillside.
Never a bowl of milk tasted so good as that I
now had at the milk house, and a bit of bread in
it was better than honey and the honey comb. I
expected to be sick from the wetting and going
with wet feet, but did not even have a cold from
it.
Now there followed a number of days fishing,
visiting gorges, climbing the moraine, and gathering flowers. We were all busy learning of
routes and mountain peaks and getting our bearings generally.
Mine host gave me Chapin's book on climbing
in the Rockies, and between times I read it.
Alas, how it knocks out our little enthusiasms
for a subject to begin reading about it. It is a
pity there are any books. One thinks he has
found the only delightful spot in creation, that
he is something of a discoverer, that if he should
go up on Flat Top or Hallett's Peak, he would
have done something worth while, until he begins to read. Then he hears of a man who has
made this special place his headquarters for
mountain climbing for years; he tells how many
times he has gone up each individual mountain,
andhow many and what wonderful incidents occurred in each journey, until one sees that his
own poor little enthusiasms are not worth mentioning.

This memory is an odd thing. Just what one
wants to remember are the very things it insists
on having nothing to do with. (I had no notion
on beginning this paper of telling a single thing
that has been told thus far.) While all the
little trifles that might just as well have occurred
anywhere else under the sun, are held fast as if
inthey had estimable value.
As for me, I cannot get out of my head the
dozens and dozens of half-grown chipmunks that
scampered around among the logs up back of the
house, nor the wonder at how they managed to
live up here in the winter time. Nor can I forget the intense desire I experienced when the fish
would not rise to flies, to try them with worms
and grasshoppers. How certain every fisherman
becomes, at times even the most skillful, that if
he only had worms, good old-fashioned angle
worms, he could take home a string of fish. And
then you hire your boy to dig the worms, and
sure n •w of your game, you sally out, not letting
the camp see you ; or if they do, talking fly and
hiding your worms in your pocket. You think
how you will surprise the camp when you come
home with your fish, and tell how you caught
them. And then you are sure to remember the
mortification you experienced when at last you
find a good fishing place and throw in and wait,
and do not get a bite.
• Little things like this are what one remembers.
And if you happen to discover a congenial
spirit, and speak out your mind to him as not unfrequently happens on a good trip, say the things
that you have wanted to say for years, perhaps,
but did not for some trivial reason of propinquity,
and if in doing that you find your confidence returned, and your thoughts strike fire with those
of another, and you make a good friend, such an
incident becomes a bright warm spot in your
recollection.
I have often wondered what kind of opinion a
boarding house keeper or ranchman in one of
these distant summer resorts must have of the
world. Of course most of them are people who
live elsewhere, and only spend their summer
time here as their summer visitors do, but take
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the ranchers of a distant and secluded valley in
the Rocky Mountains, who seldom get away and
see only the eternal hills and hear only the roar
of the mountain waters, what must they think
when suddenly their place is changed into a summer resort, and here come the tourists, and they
are thrown into daily contact with them.
These mountaineers are bright, active people
who read and think ; western Americans and not
European peasants ; but they must be tired of
pure nature, shut up as they are winter and summer in these lonely valleys, and now they say,
"When these people come we shall surely hear
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in the evening, and soon has the whole ranch
hunting up red blankets and rooster tail feather
wherewith to adorn his dignity; and as you pass
by the tent of the Chicago millionaire he opens
the crack of his door and peeps out to ask if you
will not be kind enough just to go down by the
edge of the brook that runs away from the spring
house, and gather him a bunch of foxtail; if the
truth must be told, he has his breeches off, and
his wife is sewing a row of foxtail fringes on
them to make an Indian out of him and has run
out of material.
Of course, after awhile they learn what to ex-
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something worth while."
A famous preacher from New York is to be
here, and a many thousand dollar college president from the Pacific coast ; a millionaire from
Chicago, and lawyers and teachers from Kansas
City and Omaha and elsewhere by the score.
And when they come, what must be the surprise of these ranchers to find that the great ones
have nothing more important to talk about than
the best method of catching grasshoppers for
bait, or some such absorbing topic.
The famous preacher is particularly bent on
getting up an Indian scare about the camp fire

Big ThorriP5°'
.--

pect from such people, but at first it must be
rather odd.
Another recollection not in the books, is the
great care you had to exercise not to say a word
when talking with your landlady to intimate
your sense of the loneliness here in the winter.
You praise everything, but think all the time of
the pathos of a life shut up in these valleys, especially a woman's life in the winter time, with the
men sitting around in the long winter evenings,
and talking wild cat and bear, and nothing but
the weekly newspaper to break .the monotony.
And so it goes.
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Now, the time of my stay was limited, and I
began to think of bringing it to an end. And all
the while there were those mountain peaks that
I had not yet climbed, looking down tauntingly
upon me and saying, "You'll never climb one of
us; you'll go home ,‘ ithout it." I began to think
myself it was not at all improbable, but there is
something in the mere commencement of a thing
that carries you on. If you want to do anything,
begin it, no matter whether you are ready to go
on and finish it or not. The chances are you
will get ready as you go on. If you wait 'till
everything is ready, you will never start.
I heard talk now of going over the range, and
I had an invitation to go along. They were making up a party, getting all the available ponies in
readiness; some boys vere learning to ride and
were practicing, galloping
past the ranch every afternoon, but I could not go
over the range. It took too
long. Some one asked if
I was not going to my snow
bank. I replied I certainly
was, and began to inquiie
about ponies. I had made
up my mind to go alone.
I would get a guide, take a
day before the rest started
over the range, and get the
pick of the ponies. I would have all the time
of the guide to myself, and hear all the wonderful
stories of mountain life he could tell in a whole
day. We would take our dinners and eat them
on the very top of Hallett's peak. It was an attractive prospect. I asked a friend about it, and
he approved of it.
That afternoon before going, we were called
out of the ranch to se zt a broncho broken to ride.
It seems this is a regular attraction of a Colorado summer resort. Most of the people took
change along to pay for the show. It was nothing but the breaking in of a wild pony to ride.
They took us out to a meadow as free from stones
as possible, and there the pony was brought, tied
securely to a staid old horse, who seemed to un-

derstand his business. The pony was blindfolded,
saddled and bridled with considerable difficulty,
then the boy who was doing the breaking mounted him, and the fun commenced. It was a Buffalo Bill bucking show. When the pony had
given up and was broken, the boy came and
passed around ,the hat, and we contributed our
pay for the amusement.
I noticed each one gave about ten or fifteen
cents, so that there was not a great deal made in
this case. I heard the boy say, though, that the
day before, at another ranch, he had made seven
dollars and a half breaking a pony—which was a
pretty good half hour's work, if the character of
the woe( is not taken into consideration.
After seeing this performance I was not so anxious to take a ride on a broncho as I had been.
I had arranged with the
guide to go up the mountain the next day, but had
said nothing to him about
the pony. I began to be
rather worried about it.
Suppose one of them should
begin such a performance
as that with me. The boys
of the tent told me, however, that if I got Hagar I
should be all right. Hagar,
they said, was a good pony.
I went to sleep that night wondering whether
I should get Hagar, and whether she would buck
or not.
Hagar was indeed all that she was said to be,
and the pony ride was the most enjoyable part of
the mountain climb.
Here too it was what I had no thought of remembering that remains in the memory. The
delight at finding that I really had Hagar, without having said a word about it, gave me a sense
of security and good luck and old acquaintanceship that could have come in no other way.
I found Hagar the most sure-footed little beast
that ever walked. Not once during the whole
day did she trip or stumble. She carried me
over mud-holes and loose boulders and among
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the dead branches of spruce trees, up the steepest climbs and down places where my feet were
about her ears, and w:iere to trip and fall would
mean instant destruction, with so much security
that I found it almost superfluous to hold to the
bridle reins. She would even put her foot on a
fallen log and climb over like a mountain goat.
I was so fascinated with the animal I wished to
buy her. I thought somewhat of writing a story
about her and calling it Hagar. I really believe
she watched the blaze marks on the trees and
followed the trail by them.
The guide filled my ears with bear stories and
elk hunts and mountain sheep tales, and in every
way treated me very well. Only once did I fear
he might have treated me as a tenderfoot.
We had come to a place a little too steep to
ride and were off walking, when he suddenly
stopped, stooped down and picked up a very
pretty little Indian arrow head. It was just
right for a watch charm, and I could not help
wishing it had been my good fortune to find it
myself. I thought he might possibly give it to
me, and waited a little while to give him time to
do so if he had the inclination, but as he did not
seem to be about to have it very strong, I offered
him a half dollar, which he accepted with considerable apology for taking so much.
We were just then getting to Flat Top about
where one looks off over Bierstadt lake, and
where the sense of distance is greatest ; it is never
greatest where you are highest, in fact, on the
highest peaks there is no great sense of distance
at all. It provoked me right here in the most attractive spot I had found to have to be thinking
of that Indian arrow head. Worst of all, I began to wonder if the guide had not brought it
along and dropped it in just the right place to
pick it up and sell it to me for a souvenir. Did
he do that, or did he not? If he were a Greek
or an Italian I should be sure he did, but here, a
good American, I could hardly believe it. We
don't do such things.
Up, up we went, past wonderful gorges, deep
and grand and dangerous, but the chirp, chirp of
a little sparrow, as it flew away over the snow
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bank, is what I remember best there. The sound
seemed so solitary and cold up here far above the
earth of sparrows. We saw a white quail as the
guide called it, a ptarmigan, and got off and
threw at it. But fortunately it flew safely
away.
Just as we came out on the top of the flat
mountain, or mountain shoulder, we saw a company of six men on Indian ponies circling about
in a gallop, and it did not require a very vivid
imagination to transform them into wild and
dangerous Indians. They wore buckskin breeches
fringed down the sides, and they and their ponies
looked very savage. The guide halloed out to
them, and when we came up, we found them to
be Yale college students who had been out in the
mountains some ten days tramping around, and
were now on their way over to Estes Park and
back to Denver. They said they were dead
broke and had to get home and get some more
supplies, but I think the guide did not hear that
remark.
They had lost their way, and were afraid they
could not safely find their trail down our side,
and after some conz•ideration they concluded to
wait where they were until we should have had
our climb, when they proposed to follow us down
to the park.
I, of course, had no objection, and the guide
could have none, so that we readily assented and
left them waiting for us and went on to climb
Hallett's Peak.
Now began another of those tormenting little
mental contrivances, I do not know what else to
call them, by which the thought is called off from
everything which we wish it to follow and takes
up with some insignificant thing that we would
gladly put aside.
I saw the guide was very anxious to have those
fellows wait. Of course he anticipated an additional fee. He was exceedingly polite to them,
told them a story or two during the time we were
with them, and I felt a trifle as if I were going
to be imposed upon. Was it not provoking, as
we went up the highest mountain I ever was
upon in my life, to be saying to myself all the
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time, "Well, I hired him, his time belongs to
me; of course, I can't sublet him, and hire him
out; but one thing I can do, I will not let the
other fellows come in first between me and the
guide and get the benefit of the bear stories, if
there is any benefit." And with this in my
mind, we rode on over Flat Top to the foot of
Hallett's Peak, and there tied one of our ponies
to a large stone. Hagar we left loose, she would
not run away, the guide said, and then we
climbed the peak. Right on the top, when we
were rolling the stones down, I remember setting
my teeth and saying, "If they do, I shall ride
right in between; Hagar can be put in anywhere
one wants to go; I'll have my rights about it."
One might expect to have great thoughts on the
very peak of the Rocky Mountains. Not a flicker
did I have. The guide
seemed to think I ought to
write my name on a rock,
at least. But we could not
find so much as the stub of
a lead pencil. In fact, what
we did was to go up and
then turn around and come
down again. About what
people generally do in this
world. I had been a little
afraid I might die of heart
failure up there, but even
that was a delusion. I stood the trip very well,
and after this there will be no excuse for not
working the roads when the Road Supervisor
comes around.
There were beautiful flowers here ; we saw
snow drifts a plenty, and tasted the snow; it was
bitter. We saw a glacier and a crevasse in it, but
could not climb down the crevasse.. As we
came down, we looked around for mountain
sheep, but did not see any. The guide said this
was a grazing place for them. It was quite cool
up here. We climbed down some distance, and
then got into the lea of a big rock and ate our
dinner. Then we came where we had left our
ponies, and mounted them and went back to the
students.

Sure enough, the very thing happened that I
had been anticipating. The guide was so anxious for his extra fee that he managed to let one of
the students in next to him, and for a time I was
cut out. We had to go Indian file. From my
position in the rear I could now catch occasional
sentences of bear stories and elk hunts, and they
had a familiar sound. The guide was going over
the same set of experiences he had gone over in
the morning with me, and I had the satisfaction
of thinking to myself all the time, as I recalled
what the students had said about being dead
broke, "Well,old man, you'll get left this time."
And sure enough, he did, for when we reached
the safe road, I ought to say "trail,'' the students whipped up their ponies and went off at a
gallop, and left us with not so much as a thank
you for our services. They
did not mean any impoliteness, I am sure, for they
were really fine fellows, and
to tell the truth. I enjoyed
their company more than
that of the guide, of whose
talk I had become a little
tired, but among so many
there was no spokesman,
and what was everybody's
business was nobody's business, and so the guide got
no extra fee, and I got no thanks, and the boys
got their guidance for nothing. I suppose they
reasoned that it, cost us no more, and that would
certainly be hard to disprove.
From the last snow drift we passed on our way
back. We brought some snow wrapped up in
our coat and tied behind the saddle, and when
we reached the ranch we passed it around among
the guests at the supper table. They dipped
their hands in it, and had the satisfaction of
having had snow from the mountains on the hottest day of the hottest July for many a year.
After supper they snow-balled each other with it.
This ended the momentous mountain climb. I
had been to the top of the Rocky Mountains,
but did not feel elated, for all the time there was
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in plain sight Long's Peak, a great deal harder
to climb and a great deal higher, saying disdainfully, as it lifted its head proudly above us, "I
am the only mountain around here that is really
worth climbing."
And so it is: no matter what peak we climb,
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there are always others near us, and in plain
sight, that are so much higher and more difficult,
that we are kept from feeling elated, but it is a
good thing that we do not see them all in the
beginning, or we should never start to climb at
all.
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ii few notes on Oil Prospecting in California.
By MAX B. FITCH,'90
•••

4-'417.g

HE following notes, part of the experience
of a year in the oil fields of California, may
be of interest to a few readers of THE TECHNIC.

T

The geology shows the oil bearing strata to be
of a much more recent formation than those of
the Eastern fields. A study of the structural
geology is quite important, for along the Coast
Ranges is an area of great compression. The
strata along the foot hills of the mountains form
a series of folds, both large and small, and it is
on the sides of the anticlines of these fields that
the wells are drilled for oil. One side of an anticline may be found oil bearing and the other
side barren, and the probable cause is that the
barren side is broken up by faulting, slipping of
the strata along planes at right angles to the bedding plane, while the other side may be perfectly
uniform.
These folds may be quite wide, with a slight
dip of the strata, or, as is often the case, they
may be narrow folds, with the strata dipping
very steeply. This latter instance is one of the
reasons for many of the fields being so narrow,
the producing area extending for miles in length,
but often not more than 100 feet wide.

Ow"'

In many of the fields, the outcroppings show
plain enough to determine the course or strike of
the uptilted strata as well as its dip.
Most of the successful wells find the oil in the
soft sandstone, but it is also found in limestones
and shales. Some of the formations are unconformable, and a well may be started with the
strata dipping one way and drill into a strata
dipping in exactly the opposite direction. The
writer had a demonstration of this in working
out of a crooked hole. As the well was dry and
not very deep, the direction of the crook at the
bottom could be seen very plainly, with the aid
of a looking glass.
Petroleum is not always found in the rocks in
which it was originally formed. This is caused
by its wandering away through fissures into
other rocks, under conditions which are favorable for its storage, or the oil may have been "fried
out" of the original shales by highly metamorphic action. When this action is strong enough,
and other conditions are favorable, it produces
an oil naturally refined, sufficiently so to burn in
the lamps of the derrick.
The theory of the animal origin of petroleum
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suitable for drilling below 600 feet to 800 feet.
The Standard rig is universally used.
To describe the drilling and fishing tools in
The writer only knows of one property where
detail
would take up too much space, so I will
they drilled through eruptive rock and obtained
to the "string of tools" which, in a
only
refer
oil. A well drilled by the Century Oil Co., in
consists of a stern 34 inches to 4
rig,
Placenta canon, a short distance from Newhall, Standard
and 22 feet to 28 feet in
diameter
went through 200 feet of granite, which was inches in
probably a flow and spread over that part of the length. Into the box on the bottom of this stem
country like a blanket. It is a very light oil and is screwed the bit to be used, which is 5 feet to
resembles kerosene. It had been refined in na- 53', feet long and contains from 100 lbs. to 25o
lbs. of steel (according to the size) welded on to
ture's laboratory.
the lower end. To the pin on top of the stem, is
One of the first questions asked about an un- screwed a set of jars, 20 inch stroke, which are
known property is "What are the indications?" absolutely necessary at times, although many
These indications can be a seepage of oil through holes are drilled without them. On top of the
the cracks in the surface rocks, an exposure of jars is screwed the rope socket, connecting the
the oil sand cemented by asphaltum and con- string of tools to the 1,200 feet or 1,500 feet cataining a little oil, a showing of oil on the water ble, which is usually 2 inch hemp rope.
of springs, or may be beds or flows of asphalThe engine generally used is a link engine,
tum. In the Ojai Valley, between Santa Paula
for hard usage, for the tool dresser, instead
built
and Santa Barbara, are many such beds of asa machinist's hammer to tighten a key,
taking
of
phaltum, and in a few instances, these flows have
use a 12 lb. sledge. The work of the
to
prefers
passed over the wagon road, making a natural
engine is never steady and it is often called upon
asphalt pavement.
to exert its full power, especially so if
suddenly
The prospecting for oil is not entirely confined
the string of tools get stuck without having a set
to the drilling of wells. On the southern slope
of jars attached. It has a 2 inch steam connecof the Sulphur Mountains, in Ventura Co., sevtion and a 3Y, inch exhaust. The engine is seleral oil tunnels have been run. The gas which is
dom put under cover, its bed being made movainvariably struck before reaching the oil strata,
ble on stationary sills, in order to keep it adjusted
makes it dangerous work. The water blast is
the stretch of the belt. A wire cord passing
to
used to clear out this gas, and light is furnished,
a grooved wheel at the throttle and
around
either by reflected sunlight or by incandescent
one fastened to the "headache
another
around
electric lights. The production of these tunnels
and a pipe rod connecting
derrick,
the
in
post"
varies from nothing to 200 barrels per month.
the reverse lever and running into the derrick,
The oil wells drilled from piers extending out gives the driller complete control of his engine.
into the ocean at Summerland, is the only place
The boiler is frequently set up entirely bare,
in the world, it is stated, where oil is pumped but it saves fuel to wall it in. The fuel used is
from under the waters of the sea.
the crude oil, fed by gravity, and sprayed with a
As a rule there is but little gas with the oil, jet of steam. This can be regulated so well that
and very few wells flow for any length of time. the boiler is seldom looked at for hours.
It is not uncommon to see as many as twenty
There are only two men on a shift, or "tower,"
wells being pumped from one pumping station. and when it comes to dressing the big heavy bits
There are several types of drilling rigs used, several devices are used to save the strength of
viz.: the St. Louis, the Star and the Standard the men who swing the sledges. A crane with
rigs. The first two are portable and are not chain blocks attached, swings over and carries
is probably the most plausible, although it is
still a disputed question.
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the bit to the forge (which is usually built on the
side of the derrick when there is not too much
gas showing in the well) one end of a small rope
is attached to the bellows pole, thence through
small pulleys fastened to the floor, to the crank
pin of the band wheel; the engine is started and
the steel is heated while the men ri st. The
dressing and tempering of these bits is particular
as well as heavy work.

If the strata are nearly vertical with only a
slight angle of dip, there is a great tendency to
drill crooked holes. As the drill goes through
soft shale into harder rock, the drill shows an inclination to take the line of the least resistance,
and slide off along the bedding plane. In this
case the tools are pulled out and the hole filled
with small boulders to a point just above the
crook, then drilling is commenced again, and a
shoulder worked on the harder strata. This may
have to be repeated several times.

If the well is started in a wash containing
boulders, they are usually taken out by hand as
far down as possible, the boulders being hoisted
When a tool, or a whole string of tools, drop
out. A 16 in. by 16 in. wooden conductor is
into the well, it often takes weeks to get them
then set in, reaching to bed rock if possible, and
out, and special fishing tools are requirt d. When
the first drilling commenced, called "spudding
they can not be recovered, it is possible sometimes
in." In this drilling the cable is not attached to
to case them off, but they often lose the hole.
the walking beam, but a spudding line is attachIn the Bakersfield district, they are sometimes
ed to the crank pin of the band wheel, and with
a shoe and clevis to the cable, just above the bull troubled with "heaving sands," and it is very
wheel, (the wheel carying the drilling cable). slow work forcing the casing through it. The
The cable cannot be attached to the walking writer had an experience with shale forcing itself
beam until the string of tools are below the floor, up into the casing fifty feet. In this instance the
but spudding is often carried dzeper. The cable ordinary sand pump would not work, and a sucis then clamped by means of the temper screw to tion pump was used. In drilling through some
the walking beam, and regular drilling com- of the soft clays in the Fullerton district, they
mences, the blow being delivered on the spring find it advisable, in some cases, to drill with the
of the rope.
hole full of water. This makes drilling much
slower,
but tends to prevent caving.
No casing is put in until absolutely necessary,
to shut off water or stop caving, and then the hole
There is very little difference in the fuel value
is usually started with 1 1 y8 in. casing, which of oils of different specific gravity. The oils of a
comes in joints 10 ft. to 20 ft. long. When it is high specific gravity must be heated from 70° to
found necessary, for the same reasons, to put in 1206 to properly spray them with a burner.
more casing, either another smaller string — 9/
8
The average of many comparative tests of the
in. — is run down inside of the 11Y8 in., or the
11Y8 in. casing that is already in is raised four or actual consumption of the fuel oil and coal, shows
five feet, a special tool called an under-reamer that about 31 3 barrels is equivalent to one ton
takes the place of the bit, and the same motion (2000 lbs.) of good steam coal. Good imported
as in drilling reams out the hole, and the casing coal in San Francisco brings $7.50 per ton. If oil
is figured at $1.50 per barrel, delivered, which is
is allowed to go deeper.
much higher than the present prices, it shows a
In the Pennsylvania fields the only casing that large margin in favor of oil, besides the fuel oil
is done, until the hole is finished, is in the first is much cheaper and cleaner to handle. The infew feet to bed rock; while in California, it is creasing
use of these asphaltum oils as fuel, will
often necessary to keep the casing right along rapidly
decrease the importation of coal into Caliwith the drill, making it slower and often much
fornia.
more expensive drilling.
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ALUMNI NOTES.

W. Courtney Appleton, 1900, writes that he is
now located in Charleston, S. C., in charge of the
General Electric Co's exhibit at the South Carolina and West India Exposition.
A. D. Kidder,'99, and Curtis A. Mees, 1900,
have recently visited relatives in the city.
Cards are out announcing the marriage of Mr.
Shelby S. Roberts, of the class of '98, to Miss
Nelly Ackley Richardson, of Louisville, Ky.
Herbert C. Westfall, of class'97, spent Thanksgiving week with his friends in Terre Haute. He
is with the C. 0. and G. R. R., at Little Rock,
Ark.
R. K. Rochester is now with the Vandalia line,
and is located at Logansport.
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Robert York, 1900, who has been East on a
vacation, stopped over at Terre Haute on his way
home and visited the Institute. While in New
York he attended the meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, held during the
week beginning Dec. 2.
William H. Boehm, Class of '91, is now with
the Fidelity and Casualty Co., and is located in
New York as Supt. of the Fly Wheel Department.
John E. Lufkin, Jr., '97, is now electrical engineer of the C. & E. I. R. R., with headquarters at Danville.
Herbert F. Madison, 1900,chemist for the National Steel Co., at Youngstown, 0., visited
Terre Haute recently.
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ii (Motion in the "new Country."
By

MARION W. BLAIR,'03.

KLAHOMA has the distinction of having
been settled, so to speak, in a single day.
An opening was advertised for a certain date.
People gathered on the boundaries, and at a given
time a rush was made.
The first man on a farm got it, unless some other
fellow proved he was there first. Towns sprung
up and in a few months the "new country"
rivaled that N‘'hich had been twenty-five years
in being settled. In this way Old Oklahoma, the
Cherokee Strip, and the Cheyenne country were
opened and settled. Each of the districts mentioned formed several counties. All thew: openings were opposed by the cattle men, whose vast
herds grazed on the land, and also by the Indians, who were collecting handsome pasture rents.
There still remained a large tract between the
Canadian and Red rivers, known as the Kiowa
and Comanche country.
After considerable argument and one or two
injunction suits, the government determined to
open this country to settlement.
It contained about 13,000 160-acre tracts, besides town sites, timber reserve, pasture reserve
and two Indian reservations. The horse race of
previous openings was not considered fair, so a
lottery scheme was devised.
There was to be a registration at El Reno or

Lawton of all those who wished to enter land.
The names were to be placed in envelopes, shaken
up and drawn out one by one. The person
drawing No. 1 had his choice of all the land in
the district in which be registered. ( For convenience the whole tract was divided into two districts.)
Filings on the land were to be entered at the
rate of 125 per day. At the end of 60 days all
land unclaimed was to be subject to general
homestead laws.
This scheme was so well advertised by the government and the railroads that 167,000 people
registered for the 13,000 claims. So it came
about that many a man whose last dollar was in
an outfit to work the expected claim only had
one chance in thirteen to win, and the man who
took the trip to see the sights stood the same
chance, even though he may have registered
more for the novelty of the thing than because he
wanted the farm.
The. registration was held in July, and as I bad
a vacation to spend, I concluded to see the sights
too; and then there was a chance (which grew
slimmer as the number of applicants increased)
that I might get a farm.
My friend Moore needed an outing, too, and
agreed to go along. At Kansas City we met the
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rush. We watched one train pull out loaded to
the steps. On the next we got standing room,
aid kept it for twa hundred miles. Then we got
a seat. As we pulled into El Reno the crowd on
the platform began to shove people through the
windows head first. They were as anxious to get
away as we were to arrive, and were having as
much trouble to attain their desire.
Moore and I got separated, of course, but he ran
across our old friend Kerfoot and then found me.
Kerfoot had a tent, which he offered to share.
This was a luxury, where hundreds slept under
the stars and it cost fifty cents to sleep on a bunch
of hay.
We three determined to see the new country
and pick out our respective claims, and so proceeded to buy an outfit. Moore and Kerfoot
went to buy horses. They bought and traded,
awl in fact we owned (at different times) a team
of sorrels, a bay mare, a black horse, a sway-back
and finally a 16 year old gray and a one-eyed
bay.
It all happened in half an hour. With each
trade we came nearer and nearer to leading in a
rope. It took seven horse traders to skin us, but
they did it well.
We bought a covered wagon, too; it had a
game wheel, but it was a good wagon. We also
bought a cooking outfit, a gasoline stove, with
the trimmings. We were several days in El
Reno. The "wide-openness" was quite a novelty to us, but by Thursday we were ready to
start.
A ten mile drive, and we camped for the night
not far from the Canadian river.
Starting early the next morning, we followed
the trail along the route of the Rock Island
through the Chickasaw country, past deserted
praire dog towns and dried-up water holes.
So hot and dusty was it that even an occasional
Indian village became monotonous, and tying
our rope-lines to the wagon top we went to sleep
and let the schooner drift.
Toward evening we came into the town of
Chickasha, and camped for the night.
The next day we drove up the valley of the
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Washita, crossing into the "new country about
three miles west of Chickasha; for twenty miles
we followed the river, and along in the middle of
the afternoon reaching Anadarko, the old Indian
agency. We camped on the river where we were
surrounded by perhaps a hundred or more outfits
seeing the country, picking out claims, or headed
for Lawton on some business enterprise.
We soon determined to move with the crowd
and go to Lawton, which was some forty miles
distant in the foot-hills of the Wichita Mountains.
The first twenty miles was without water, and
those starting ignorant of this fact generally suffered a great deal. Two creeks on
route were
still flowing, however, and now and then we
found an Indian well.
Fort Sill lay on the route, and we stopped
there an hour or so at the post-trader's, watching
the Indians and the home-seeking crowds.
Nearing Lawton, the crowds became greater,
and a mile or more of tents were erected around
the town site.
We found no necessity for baled hay as a protection against bullets, though the fierce guns
and fiercer looks of the two deputies who put us
off the town site made us think of such a possibility.
The rows of tents soon lost their novelty, and
we decided to return to Anadarko. On the return trip our game wheel managed a little game
of its own, which stranded us on the prairie for
two days.
We were rescued from our desolate situation by
Kerfoot's thirty mile trip to the blacksmith shop.
Sixty miles for the job, which trip again put us
on our wheels, so to speak, but unfortunately
practically killed our horse.
We now received reports of the drawing in El
Reno, but no list, however hopefully scanned,
contained the names of Blair, Moore or Kerfoot.
We then began to sell our outfit piece-meal,
and awaited the sale of town lots at Anadarko.
In the excitement of this auction the bidder
would sometimes out-bid himself; that he might
pay a ridiculous price for the lot in question.
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We watched the mushroom growth of the new
town, the cornfields converted into city streets;
but after about three weeks we sold our remaining interests and went our several ways—Moore

to the timber lands of South Carolina, Kerfoot
back to the army, and I myself once more to the
labors and enjoyments of old Rose.
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SOPHOMORE BANQUET
TONIGHT.
TERRE HAUTE HOUSE.

THE SOPHOMORE BANQUET.

The second annual banquet of the Class of
1904 was held November 14, at the Terre Haute
House. In accordance with former custom,
the secret committee which had the affair in
charge, posted at school a formal notice of the
banquet, in order that the Freshmen who read
might run, and interfere if they were able. Owing to the lateness of the hour but few Freshmen
saw the bulletin. Those who did hastened to
apprise the others, and soon crowds of Freshmen
were seen hurrying down town. But the Sophomores were all safely ensconced in the hostelry,
and from their vantage positions at window and
roof cornice they hurled defiance—and cold wa-

ter—at the gaping crowd below. The aforementioned crowd responded with overripe eggs—formula CS2—and several Sophomores were treated
free to egg-shampoos, much to their disgust.
At eight o'clock, to the music of an inspiriting
march by the orchestra, the jubilant Sophomores
went to the banquet hall, where was served a repast worthy of the Class of 1904. The class was
congratulating itself upon the absence of Freshman disturbances, when an overpowering odor of
oil of mustard suddenly filled the air. The banqueters wept copiously in their rude awakening
from dreams of peace, and the waiters, wiped
away the tears with one hand and carried trays
of good things in the other. After several of the
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class had left their places to cry unobserved in
the hall, the windows were opened, and soon all
was again serene.
The following programme of toasts was very
interestingly given, interspersed with music by
the orchestra :
"Chauncey Rose"
R D. Landrum
"Absent and New Members" ..
.. W. H. Hazard
"Athletics"
W J Von Borries
"Gallery Gods"
H R Knight
"Ladies"
R D. Heinl
"Hash Houses"
E. H. McFarland
"Reminiscenses".
John Staff
"Faculty"
Ernest Bryon
"Freshmen"
J F Regan
"Class of 1904"
Clifton Brannon
Jatnes Newton Ross, Pres. and Toast Master.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.

A meeting of the Scientific Society was held in
the physical lecture room, Nov. 23rd. This
proved to be a mare sitisfactory meeting place
than the General Assembly room. As the room
could be well darkened much better results could
be obtained from the lantern views.
Mr. Blair, in presenting his subject, "The
Manufacture of Vitrified Brick," followed the
course of the raw material through every stage
of manufacture until placed in the brick street
or sewer. The talk was illustrated by pictures
of the Terre Haute Brick and Pipe Co.'s plant,
and by samples in every stage, from the raw material to the finished product.
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The last meeting of the society for the term
was held Saturday, December 7th. At this meeting Mr. R. J. Schefferly, '03, discussed the gasengine in a very instructing manner. Mr. Schefferly has made a special study of this type of engine, and he handled his subject in a way that interested every one.
THE MODULUS DANCE.
The second and last Modulus dance of the term
was given in the gymnasium Thanksgiving evening, and proved to be an enjoyable affair. Dr.
and Mrs. Gray and Prof. and Mrs. Hathaway
chaperoned the party.
The management regret very much that they
were unable to secure better music, and promise
to make up for the deficiency at the next dance.
In this connection it might be well to state
that the Modulus board have decided to give a
series of dances, the next one being in January,
and a cordial invitation is extended not only to
the members of the Institute, but to the townspeople as well.
RESOLUTIONS.
WHEREAS, Mr. S. F. Arnold, our friend and
classmate, has suffered the loss of his father;
Resolved, That we, the Class of '03, extend to
him expressions of our deep sympathy.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
given THE TECHNIC for publication.
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LA trip to llflbI1.
URING the years of 1)7 and '98 there was
a great rush to the gold fields of Alaska,
and as Seattle is about as far as one can go, by
rail, in that direction, it became the principle
center for the gold seekers to buy their outfits
and embark for the different regions where they
hoped to make their fortunes, viz.: Klondike,
Copper River, Cape Nome, etc.
There grew to be such a demand for transportation accommodations,that every company which
owned a ship, seaworthy or otherwise, found no
trouble in getting passengers enough to fill it.
One company even went so far as to raise an- old
craft that had been lying on the bottom of the
bay for a year or so, repair it hurriedly and start
it out for the north.
A great many men, in their excitement and
anxiety to reach the gold fields, overlooked the
safety question of their transport and never
reached there nor returned to their homes again.
It was quite interzsting to walk along the
water front and see the dozens of different styles
of, well, some might be called ships, some tubs,
and some were termed floating coffins.
The people by whom I was employed were
electrical contractors and were kept busy during
the rush installing electrical machinery and wires
in ships.
It happened that "The Protection," a small,
two-masted steam schooner, fitted with a 150 H.
P. engine, had been chartered by a party of
Swedes and Scandinavians, about one hundred in
number, and was scheduled to sail March the
twelfth.

D

FRED B. BLYEWIS,'05.

On account of being delayed by the carpenters
at work on the ship, we did not finish installing
the plant until about midnight of the eleventh,
and as the plant had not had a trial, and as the
engineers on board were not familiar with the
electrical machinery, the owners of the ship
asked for a man to make the trip and attend the
lighting machinery, so I was offered the place,
which I readily accepted, knowing that there
would be plenty of strange sights to see.
We left Seattle at seven o'clock in the evening
and the next day were out at sea, where we immediately encountered a strong head wind, which
grew stronger the farther north we sailed.
Our first stopping place was Sitka, which with
an ordinary steamer, in fair weather, is about a
three or four days' trip from Seattle, but with
the tub I was on, and the terrible weather we
had, it took us just a week.
Sitka, a little old town of about three or four
hundred inhabitants, mostly Indians, is the capital of Alaska, and is most beautifully situated
on a little bay which extends back about two
miles from the main waters. The prison is located there, and as Sitka is on an island, most of
the prisoners are allowed to go around unguarded.
Around Sitka there is plenty of game and fish.
I saw an Indian come in with a canoe load of fish
which he had caught with line and spear. Another man, after being out hunting for about
three or four hours, came home with a large
deer.
We left Sitka, and after three days more of
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torture, we reached Yakatat Bay, where we
landed eight men. I say torture, for it was so
rough that every passenger and most of the crew
were sea-sick, and most of the time it was out of
the question to go on deck, for fear of being
washed overboard. At the table we were obliged
to sit with one leg wound around a table leg to
keep our places.
The landing place in Yakatat Bay is up about
thirty miles, but on account of the icebergs
which we met, we were obliged to land the men
on the beach where the snow stood ten feet deep
and where there was nothing to be seen but the
bay, filled with icebergs, on one side, and the
mountains, covered with snow from foot to peak,
on the other.
To reach their proper landing place, where
they took the trail, they had to hire some Indians
to transport them with their large canoes.
Imagine yourself being put off in a place like
that, just at dusk, with nothing with which to
make a fire, except a few small branches that
happened to appear above the snow. One might
have a touch of homesickness.
In two days more we were in the Prince William's Sound, and at Port Valdes we landed
about seventy-five men; the remainder of the passengers we landed at Portage Bay, which is also
on Prince Williams Sound.
At Port Valdes, as there is no such thing as a
wharf, we anchored in the bay and landed the
men and their freight in boats. There were
about eleven hundred people camping there on
the snow, which was eight or ten feet deep, and
several came out to the boat and tried to buy
some fresh meat and butter. They offered two
dollars a pound for butter.
From the water's edge they had to pack their
freight, which was put up in fifty pound sacks,
three miles to the foot of the glacier, and then up
the steep mountain of ice, in some places using
block and tackle, and then about twenty miles to
the Copper river, where they could move their
freight more easily, on the ice.
It was a very slow process to move two years'
provisions fifty pounds at a time, and required
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weeks to get over the glacier. The men and women, as there were about half a dozen women at
Port Valdes, were so thick on the trail that it reminded me of a row of ants along the top of a
fence.
At Portage Bay, it only took us a few hours to
unload the remaining passengers, but in those
few hours I made up my mind that it was about
the last place that I would care to be put off a
ship.
The wind was blowing at such a rate that our
two anchors were unable to keep the ship from
drifting, so finally the captain ran the bow against
the banks, and the crew pitched the freight overboard. As the tide was coming in, we had no
trouble getting off, and were soon on our way
home.
Fate seemed against us, for as we turned
around the wind seemed to do the same, and we
had a strong head wind all the way back. We
stopped at Sitka, to take on water, and managed
to creep along as far as Dixon's Entrance, but
the wind grew stronger, and we were unable to
make much headway. One night we were obliged
to take refuge in a bay, and with both anchors
down, had to keep the engine working to prevent
us from drifting.
The next day we went through Dixon's Entrance into the inland passage, and from there to
Seattle.
Our trip was quite pleasant, except for the
meals, which were becoming a little poor, as we
were greatly overdue and the provisions were
getting scarce.
We finally reached Seattle, after four weeks of
ocean life. We were about a week overdue, and
shortly before we reached home one of the San
Francisco newspapers published an article stating
that the "Protection," being so greatly overdue,
was supposed to be lost, which news was not altogether the pleasantest for one's parents to read.
Later, I chanced to meet some of the prospectors who had been on the trip with me, but who
were then on their way home, laden down with
— an empty purse.
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Washington
Y far the most interesting and best game of
the past season was that at St. Louis,on Nov.
16th, against Washington University. This is
the first time Rose has played at St. Louis, and
will very probably not be the last.
The teams were evenly matched, the grounds
and weather perfect. With Bowie in the game,
victory would have been almost certain for Rose.
As it was, it was a beautiful game, and the result was in doubt up to the last minute of the
last half.
Huffaker started the ball a-rolling again, and
from that moment fast work began.
Both teams were fast, and team work was
good.
The St. Louis Republic

p

In one of the closest and fastest foot ball games of the
season, Washington University defeated the Rose Polytechnic Institute, at Athletic Park, yesterday afternoon
by a score of 2 to 0. A mass play by Washington in the
second half, which forced Rose over its own line with the
ball, making a safety, resulted in the solitary score of the
game.
Throughout both halves the teams played an evenly
matched game, alternating in gains as they obtained possession of the ball and losing it in turn by punts or on
downs, as the opposing side held them. Tandem plays
against Washington's guards and tackles made the visitors look dangerous for a while, but the local college put
up one of the best games of its season and succeeded in
holding its opponents on downs.

2; ROSt 0.
Features of the game were easily the work of the Washington's backs, especially that of Bischoff, and the tandem plays of the Rose team, which gained ground for
them in several instances, when they had the ball.
Bischoff's work was of a high order and the succession of
small gains which he scored for Washington,including one
or two runs around the end, made a larger aggregate than
that of any other man for the team.
FAST AND SNAPPY GAME.

Washington's game was of a fast and snappy order and
was about the best exhibition of foot ball put up on the
local gridiron this season. The cold weather, which
numbed the players' hands, was responsible for some
fumbling, a good deal of which was noticeable in the second half, but with this exception both teams played a
fine game.
Rose Polytechnic took the ball at the opening of the
game and Huffaker kicked off for the visitors. Bischoff
got the ball and returned it twenty yards. He was
brought down by McDonald and in the next play Krause
fumbled the ball only to have Bischoff drop upon it. In
a succession of small gains by Gordon, Bischoff and Roberts, the ball was taken steadily down the field, Washington going through the visitors' line for short gains repeatedly. The visiting team put up a hard stand on their
forty-yard line, however, and after the second down,Washington punted to Rose's ten-yard line. Huffaker returned
the ball ten yards and after two downs punted, the ball
being captured by Brannon, who ran quickly forward and
fell upon it.
Rose commenced to gain ground by its tandem plays at
this juncture and sent the ball down the field, making
gains through Washington's guards and tackles. Cassell
solved the question for his team by getting through the
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line and holding the visitors in several instances, doing
great work. Washington got the ball on a punt and in
turn commenced to send it back down the field, the half
ending with the ball on Rose's forty-five-yard line and
neither side scoring.
IN THE SECOND HALF.

In the second half Washington kicked off. Rose was
held for two downs and was forced to punt, Hall getting
the ball, but fumbling. He kept the ball, but fumbled
on another play, and Brannon of Rose fell upon the ball.
Rose, in turn, was affected by the cold, however, and
fumbled the ball, Hall made two gains for Washington, at
• this point, the last of ten yards. Gardon then made fifteenyard run around the end, although the teams were close
to the side lines, and Bischoff made eight yards through
the opposing guard, bringing the ball to Rose's thirtytwo-yard line. Rose held Washington for downs here,
but was forced to punt immediately, Downey breaking
through their line and holding them for gains.
Rose's punt was responsible for one of the most peculiar plays of the game. As Huffaker kicked the ball,
Schantl managed to lead up and block it, the ball bounding back to Rose's one-yard line, a distance of fully thirty
yards. Rose got the ball, but Washington went at their
line with determination, and on the first scrimmage forced
the entire Rose team back over the line, making the
score 2 to 0.
As Rose walked out to its twenty-five-yard line after
the play, Krause made a false play, snatching up the ball
from the twenty-five-yard line and carrying it over the
Rose line. The referee promptly took it back, however.
A succession of downs resulted in favor of Washington,
the game ending with the ball on Rose's twenty-two-yard
line. Twenty-minute halves were played.
LINE-UP OF THE TEAMS.

The line-up of the teams was as follows:
ROSE

POSITION.

WASHINGTON.

McDonald
Right end
Boyd
Williams
Right tackle
Hathaway
Hampton
Right guard
Pieper
Brannon
Center
Cassell
Peck
Left guard
Leschen
Post
Left tackle
Schantl
Von Borries
Left end
Downey
Pine
Quarter
Krause
Uhl
Right half
Bischoff
Johnson
Left half
Roberts—Gordon
Griswold
Full back
Gordon—Hall
Summary: Final Score—Washington 2, Rose Polytechnic o Rose
forced to safety in second half. Referee—W. J. Benner. Umpire—
Steve Daugherty, C. B. C. Linesmen—Kelly and Lehman. Timers-Goebel and Hommel. Time of halves—Twenty minutes.

One feature of the game, not mentioned in the
write-up, was when Brannon took the ball on a
fumble, and started down the field. He was almost past every Washington man, and a touchdown seemed certain. However, through twist-
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ing and turning out of the bunch, he lost his
feet, and was finally downed, after a fifteen yard
run, with but twenty or so to go for a touchdown.
In the second half, near the end, Griswold was
forced to leave the game on account of a kick in
the back, and Fishback went in at right end,
McDonald going to full-back.
This telegram was received by Manager Krieger before the team left for St. Louis:
"The St. Louis contingent will expect the boys to take
W. A. LAYMAN."
dinner with us Saturday evening.

The "contingent" was present at the game,
and they, with some others, unknown, helped on
the team with their cheers.
After the game, the entire team repaired to the
"Planter's Hotel," where they enjoyed greatly
the hospitality of the Alumni.
There were present, Professor Hathaway,some
fifteen of the boys, and Messrs. W. A. Layman,
Fogarty, Harper, Kessler, Johannesen, Howell,
and Coach Mann. And a royal good time was
enjoyed by all.
Mr. Layman acted as impromptu toast-master,
and handled the after-dinner speeches and speakers very well, indeed. All of the old graduates
were called on for reminiscences and advice, several of the foot ball men responded, and Coach
Mann and Professor Hathaway favored us with
a few choice remarks.
After speeches were over, the yell was given
with a will, and all adjourned to the smoking
room, there to discuss cigars and phases of life
at Old Rose.
The visit to St. Louis stands out as the most
enjoyable event of the whole season. The treatment of the Alumni did one good—more good
than a half hour's interview. It did more. It
made one proud of the Alumni, and it made one
proud to he a striving (?) student of Rose.
DE PAU W UNIVERSITY, bb; ROSE POLYTECHNIC, 0.

It was not a very cheerful team that left for
Greencastle Saturday, Nov. 23rd. The heavy
rain of the preceding day, caused gloomy
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thoughts of the muddy clay of DePauw's gridiron. The team was in better condition, except
for the loss of Pine and Bowie, than at any other
time during the season.
DePauw outweighed our men, probably twenty
pounds per man, and this, in conjunction with
the heavy clay field, explains the score.
During most of the first half a kicking game
was played. Rose could not keep their feet, or
even get a start when they got the ball, and even
DePauw found it difficult to keep from sliding
and floundering. Almost every time, on the
third down, the signal would be given for a kick.
Had this been kept up, the score would not have
been so large, as Rose gained ground at almost
every interchange of punts. Not only was Rose's
punting excellent, but her full-back was especially good in running back punts, and her ends
were fine in going down on the ball.
The halves were long; twenty-five minutes
each. DePauw soon found out that she was getting the worst of the kicking, and soon changed
to heavy mass plays. Straight line plays and
tackles back crushed through the Rose line, and
DePauw's weight alone told. And yet DePauw
was held for downs several times. Once, indeed,
Rose obtained the ball so near her own goal that
a place kick was tried. The ball seemed to stick
to the ground, and the attempt was unsuccessful.
The mass plays finally told on our boys, and
DePauw scored a touchdown near the corner of
the field. On the punt out, Wise dropped the
ball.
For the rest of the half, mostly mass plays
were used, and the ball was kept pretty well to
the center of the field.
In the second half, DePauw at once started her
mass plays, and still her weight counted. Rose
held them for downs but seldom, and when they
did, soon lost the ball. It was a slow, steady progress toward the goal line, except when DePauw
took out time to put in a sub.
There were no sensational runs, unless an end
run of twenty-five yards be counted sensational.
For the whole twenty-five minutes this was kept
up, and the courage of the Rose team is shown by

the fact that but two more touchdowns were
scored, from both of which goal was kicked.
The game was good; very good, considering
the weights of the teams and the condition of the
field. It was also rather dirty on DePauw's
side. Had the field been dry, or at least not as
muddy as it was, the score would have been different, and it is the opinion of many spectators
that we would have stood at least an even chance
to win.
The line-up:
SORE.

McDonald
Williams
Hampton
Brannon
Peck
Post
Von Borries
Cox
Uhl
Johnson . . .
Griswold

POSITION.

Right end
Right tackle
Right guard
Center
Left guard
Left tackle
Left end
Right back
Right half-back
.... . Left half-back
Full-back

DR PAUW•

Weaver
Colvert
Williamson
Baker
Coval
Gregory
Wise
Pearson
McKinstrey
Fudge

Officials—Sullivan, of Indianapolis, umpire ; Winters, of Indianapolis, referee.

DANVILLE H. S., 5; ROSE SECOND, 0.
The second team played a very good game at
Danville, Ill., on Thanksgiving, although there
was much anxiety as to whether we could get
home in time for the Modulus Dance.
The game was called promptly at 2:30. Danville won the toss and chose the goal with a
strong wind at their backs. Walker kicked off
for Rose, and the ball went out of bounds twice,
owing to the strong wind. This gave Danville
the ball.
Gillett kicked to Oglesby on 20 yard line, who
returned 15 yards. Rose gained her distance
once, and thtin lost the ball on downs. Then the
ball was carried back and forth near center of
field, although in Rose's territory.
Danville's tackle plays were too strong, and
they carried the ball to the thirty yard line, where
Gillett made a place kick after 15 minutes of
play. Half ended with score: High School, 5;
Rose, 0.
The second half lasted only 6 minutes, owing
to our having to catch the train. Rose's goal
was in danger once, but when time was called
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they were carrying the ball steadily down the
field.
Much time was lost in attempts to keep the
crowd off the field.
Much amusement was furnishe 1 the crowd by
Bland's colliding with the umpire and upsetting
him. The teams lined up as follows:
DAN VILLE H. S.

POSITION.

Unger
Right end
Adams
Right tackle
Bonebrake
Right guard
Good
Center
Cook
Left guard
Mabin (Capt )
Left tackle
Dillon
Left end
Quarter
White
Right half
Balls
Left half
Bookwalter
Full
Gillett
Time of halves-20 and 6 minutes.
Referee—Mann.
Umpire—Boudinot
Timers—Fredericks and Gilbert
Linesmen—Brosius and Brown

ROSE.

Arnold—Steele
Mullett
Schroeder
Merriman
Goldberg
Krieger
Johnson
(Capt.) Jacob
Bland
Oglesby
Walker

A rousing game of foot ball was played on the
afternoon of Dec. 7th, when the two sections of
the Freshman class lined up against each other.
The game was the result of a notice, placed on
the bulletin board by Section A, in which, after
a few slighting remarks as to the character, appearance and manners of the members of the
other section, they were challenged to a game of
foot ball. Section B immediately responded with
a similar notice, accepting the challen ze.
After two weeks of practice, the .two teams
announced themselves in the pink of condition,
and the game was on. At the end of the first
half the score was 5 to 0 in favor of Section A.
The A's scored another touchdown and a goal in
the second half, making the score 11 to 0.
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Both teams played hard, and they were more
evenly matched than the score indicates, as both
touchdowns were made on long runs. Each side
had its rooters and yells. . The yell of Section B
was new and rather startling.
Line-up:
SECTION A.

McDonald
Bland
Benson
Brooks
Lowry
Speaker
Lewis
Hopkins-Stoddard
Reynolds
Newman
Nicholson

POSITION.

Full back
Right half
Left half
Center
Right guard
Left guard
Right tackle
Left tackle
Right end
Left end
Quarter

SECTION R.

Daily
Parr
Greenleaf
Burr
Fuller
Streeter
Cook
Peddle - Klenk
Wright
Spalding
Pfeif

The Athletic Directors held a meeting on Dec.
6. Dr. Mees was present, and every member of
the Board was of the opinion that the Athletic
Association should get More energy into its actions, and that the athletic spirit at Rose needed
a revival to something of its old-time strength,
when we led the State in athletics. To this end
it was decided to secure a gymnasium instructor,
and if possible to get II man who could also coach
the track and ball teams. Mr. W. R. Gibbons
was elected manager of the ball team for the comilig season.
Another meeting was held on Dec. 10. A report of the Treasurer was read, and it was decided that no money could be spent on basket
ball, on account of the heavy expenditures during
the foot ball season. It was decided to elect a
manager for next year's foot ball learn at the
next meeting of the Directors.
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Dr. Noyes spent Thanksgiving in Chicago.
Randall, formerly of'03, is at present in the
employ of the Institute and is working in the
wood shop.
A hand ball tournament has been arranged and
the following men are entered: Singles—Brosius,
McNabb, I. J. Cox, Cohn, Palmer, Katzenbach,
Davis, Knight, Touzalin, Dorn, Reynolds, Crain,
Levi, Daily, Fitzpatrick, Larkins and Kiefer.
Doubles—Fitzpatrick and Brosius, McNabb and
Dorn, Garretson and Crain, Heinl and Noelke, I.
J. Cox and Katzenbach.

HEARD AT '04 BANQUET.

"Yash !"
"Gentlemen, for the sake of our honored President, keep quiet."
Mullet—"I wonder if the Freshmen think we
can be mustard out by this disturbance ?"
Touzalin—"Who threw that egg?" "I wonder how Steele liked that bucket of water he received when on the fire escape ?"
Prof. Hathaway, to Sophomores—"If you
can't be anything else, be gentlemen."
H. E. Miller, '04,—"And Big Claus killed his
four horses on the head."

Blair,'03, is threatened with typhoid fever.
Prof. Wickersham has recovered from his recent illness, and is now about again.
Juniors taking quiz in math. Kirby:—"Isn't
that second problem for the Sophomores ?"
Alan McDonald,'05, has been elected an athletic director, to fill the vacancy caused by the
withdrawal from school of Clem Richards.

Dr. Johonnott (writing on board)—"Sophomores wishing to make up abscences,
Bryon, '04,(translating)—"A soldier lay dying upon the cat's back." (Katzbach.)
Because of ill health, Mr. Lindsay has been
forced to give up the supervision of the gymnasium classes.

Prof. J. B. Peddle, who has been confined to
his home with a bad cold, is able to be about
again.

In class, not long ago, Dr. Johonnott was asked
why the Physicists and teachers of thermo disagreed as to a certain point, remarked: "I don't
know, but we Physicists are right."

Atherton :—"My hand has a violent attraction
for your face."
Benson :—"No doubt that is due to the gravity
of my countenance."

Professor Hathaway,—"You will never forget
this if you just remember it. You must not learn
a lesson one day and forget it religiously the
next."
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Dr. Johonnott,—"Will the resultant be nearer
the larger force, or the greater ?"
A. McCormick— "Dr. Patterson, some one
told me that cream in coffee formed soft soap.
Will you please show me the re-action?"
Schroeder, '04, after a period in Chem. Lab.
went to get his hat. Finding in it an unknown,
which he took to be from Group I, he added to
the watery mass some H. Cl. This caused a
precipitation,.as he expected. He decanted, and
found the precipitate to consist of broken test
tubes, empty match boxes, rubber hose, and a
Bunsen burner. His success was wildly applauded by the jolly crowd of Sophomores who had
been watching him "get next."
Brosius (in machine design,) "This apparatus
consists of a clothes line and a piece of br.ck."
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The Y. M. C. A. held their first "social" of
the year in the rooms Saturday evening, November third.
Marshall (translating Combien chaque epi
contient il de grains?")"How many grains are
raised each year ?"
Not long ago, one of the boy's washings contained a pair of pajamas, which, when brought
back, were so stiff from starch that they stood
straight out. The landlady asked why the
starch, and the washwoman said, "Why, it will
keep them from getting greasy so soon." She
had mistaken them for overalls.
Miss Ethyl Nellie Thompson was married to
Mr. Trafford B. Tallmadge, formerly of the Class
of 1902, on Tuesday evening, Dec. 10th, at the
home of her parents in this city.
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Compressed Air. By Gardner D. Hiscox, M E. Published by Norman W. Henley & Co. 820 pages. 6y, x to inches. 05

HE wide range of possibilities in the application of compressed air is made evident in the
gathering of data, description of machines and
processes. The average worker in the mechanical field is familiar with a few of them, and has
heard of more, but is hardly likely to have known
of some of the most interesting and valuable.
The "state of the art'' is most freely presented
in an attrac:ive form. The subject matter of the
book relates what is actually being commercially
accomplished, and how it is done. Enough is
given of the theory, together with illustrative
examples, to enable the student to properly design devices for other purposes which may be
suggested to him. The subject is treated in such
a manner as to be intensely interesting to the lay
reader, as well as to one whose training has made
him more familiar with technical terms. Naturally, the author does not hold himself responsible
for claims as to efficiency and performance of machines of such variety as are here illustrated, except in such cases as they have been proven to the
satisfaction of the public. Some have been known
for so short a time that the possibility of a thorough test is precluded. For these decision must
be reserved. It is not sufficient that a thing may
be accomplished in a new way ; it must be a better or a cheaper way.

Taking the normal atmospheric pressure as a
starting point, great advances in the investigations toward either extreme have been made. A
multitude of commercial uses for the attenuated
or compressed medium have immediately been
suggested. Modern progress in manufacture is
so rapid in its strides that it treads on the heels
of scientific investigation.
In the first portion of his book, Mr. Hiscox
treats quite comprehensively of the processes in
which the partial vaccuum is employed, and of
the pumps and condensers which maintain it.
The methods of evaporation in vacuo used in
the manufacture of sugar,.salt, dried fruit, etc.,
as well as the more recent applications to the drying of certain by-products, such as wet grains
from breweries and distilleries, root-chips from
beet sugar factories, are described and attractively illustrated by means of half tone and line
drawings.
Kites, wind-mills, gasoline torches, all of the
most modern and efficient type, are taken up ill
Chapter VI. Several pages in this chapter are
devoted to an outline of one.of the later applications of compressed air which will attract local
interest, namely a method of blowing glass by
machinery, "for the relief of oppressed humanity," when it shall have been proven to be
cheaper.
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Several chapters are given to the discussion
of the physical properties and thermo-dynamics
of air, the laws governing its expansion and compression, together with tables and diagrams of
corresponding volumes, temperature, presures
and densities. These, in connection with the
work on the actual indicator card, slowing the
effect of the absorption of heat by the machinery
as a disturbing element, help to prepare the designer for his work. The economy of mutlistage compressors with their inter-coolers is
clearly demonstrated.
Chapters XVIII to XXI consist of drawings
and descriptions of the various types of compres:
sors on the market.
Animated discussion has always followed the
introduction of the question of combustion and
explosions in compressor cylinders, rectivers and
pipe lines. The statements made in Mr. Hiscox's book are taken, as he says, from an article
that appeared in Compressed Air, a journal devoted to the subject. It says, "Compressed air
claims to be and is a safe power." "Firing becomes merely a matter of carelessness" "In
most cases firing may be traced to the use of poor
oil." "It is well to get the best oil and use but
little of it." "Ignition in compressed air discharge pipes and passages is not uncommon."
"It is plain that there must be an increase of
temperature or ignition would not take place."
"Too small a discharge pipe, or too many angles
in discharge pipes, might tend to produce explo
sions." It is, then, admitted that explosions do
occur. In this same connection, he says of the
Manness-Mann tubes in which the air is stored
under 2,500 lbs. pressure in the street car service
in New York ; "in all the tests made upon these
tubes, no fragments were ever detached, and the
fracture was always of the same character, a simple longitudinal rent." * * * •'Consequently,
2,000 lbs, must be considered absolutely safe beyond the possibility of rupture, and even if rupture should occur, there would be no danger offlying
pieces or of any serious accident." Now, admitting
that, in the accepted sense "compressed air is a
safe power," it is believed that a wrong impres-
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sion is given by the above statements. Pipe lines
and reservoirs of the Compressed Air Power Co.
have exploded during the time they were in actual service. The nature of the fracture varied
and in any case, the fact that "no fragments
were detached" did not render them harmless.
If air under 2,500 lbs. to the square inch is corning out of a tube or pipe in one direction, the tube
is impelled in the opposite direction with an equal
force. Under similar conditions the writer has
seen 2" oak plank punctured like tissue paper.
At another time, a Mannes- Mann bottle, under
test, was blown out of the testing pit and completely lost until brought in later by a workman
who found it in a neighboring cornfield. These
explosions occurred in the presence of two leading engineers in the employ of the Compressed
Air Power Co.. The cause of explosions which
take place at a considerable • distance from the
compressor are difficult to locate. It is a significant fact that they have often occurred just as
some valve in the system was opened, allowing
the air to rush from the high pressure reservoir
through pipes and connections to some portion
of the system which had been standing idle. Is
it not possible that the sudden compression of a
mixture of air and oil vapor was followed by ignition, caused by a particle of sand striking a
spark as it was whirled through the pipes and
angles at tremendous velocity? Explosions in
the cylinders of the compressor are not so hard
to explain. If a discharge valve fails to close
properly, the air heated by one compression may
be re-admitted and heated to a higher temperature by a second compression, until a point is
reached where ignition of lubricating oil takes
place. If kerosene or naptha has been used by
the engineer to clean his valves, the danger is
augmented considerably.
Rock-drills, as used in mining and quarrying,
are discussed and illustrated in chapter XXII.
There is a comprehensive treatment of pneumatic
hand tools, hammers, drills, reamers, etc., as
well as the larger machines now used so generally in ship building, boiler making and foundry
work. There are many illustrations of the use
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of air in railway service. The motor street cars
of New York and Paris are described. The remainder of the book is given largely to the description of some of the newer applications of air,
such as the sand blast, painting, house cleaning,
etc. Methods of refrigeration are also shown.
Mr. Hiscox has written a book, Liquid Air, in
which its properties and uses as now understood,
are fully expounded. The last chapter of "Compressed Air" is a very brief outline of methods of
reducing the air to liquid form in commercial
quantities.
A. W. C.

Electric Gas Lighting. By H S. Norris. Published by Spon
Chamberlain 97 pages, 4),< x 6% inches. 5oc.

HIS book meets the needs of men who wish
to familiarize themselves with the methods of installing electric gas lighting devices
in residences, churches, store buildings, opera
houses or other public buildings. It explains,
with numerous illustrations, the principles of the
different methods now in use in this country.
The style of the author is such that one does
not have to be a full-fledged electrician in order
to understand. It explains in detail the way in
which to install the various systems, selection of
Elements of Electrical Engineering. By Chas. P. Steinmetz. Pubwire, coils and switches. The last part
.batteries,
lished by Electrical World and Engineer. 320 pages. $2.50.
chapter is devoted to instructions for
the
last
of
R. Steinmetz's book on "Alternate Current
the
and use of batteries, which one
proper
care
Phenomena" is well known to mathematwould
find
useful in electrical work other
very
ical readers. The present volume may, as the
C. H.
than
lighting.
electric
gas
author states in his preface, be taken partly as
introductory to and partly as supplementary to Practical Electric Railway Hand Book. By A. B. Herrick. Published by "Electrical World and Engineer." 43
7 inches.
that treatise. The first part treats of the general
Pocket book style. 450 pages. $3.04).
theory of magnetism and electricity as applied to
R. HERRICK has succeeded very well in
alternate current apparatus. A concise discuswriting a hand book containing a consion is here given of the production of alternatdensed knowledge of American electric railing e. m. f., and of the effects of resistance comway practices. With the exception of the first
bined with self induction, mutual induction and
section, the book is devoted exclusively to
capacity on the magnitudes and phase relations
electrical railway engineering. The first secof the currents produced by such electro-motive
tion contains some of the numerous mathematforces. An important feature of this part should
tical tables and properties of gases, which are a
be mentioned, namely, the introduction of illus- necessity for every complete pocket-book.
trative examples completely worked out.
Section II is devoted to descriptions of testing
The second part contains descriptions of special the railway equipment from calibrating instruapparatus such as Synchronous Machines, Com- ments to electrolysis tests. Illustrations show
mutating Machines,Synchronous Convertors, and the way in which to connect the testing instruments, as well as a description of any special inInduction Machines. Under these heads will be struments required.
found a good discussion of the fundamental prinSection III treats of the track, road-bed, etc.
ciples of generators and motors for continuous Section IV describes power houses from the boiland alternate currents.
ers to the generators, besides giving the data of
The subject of armature winding and the ar- boiler tests on some of the most modern and uprangement of commutators and brushes for differ- to-date boilers.
ent types of multi-polar machines is treated briefThe other sections treat of the car line, car
ly, but apparently with sufficient detail for text- house, repair shop, equipment and operation of
book purposes. The same may be said with re- the line.
gard to the discussion of converters, transformers
Appendix I and II treat of the storage batterand the various kinds of single phase and poly- ies and boosters and underground conduits.
phase induction machines.
From beginning to end this book will be found
Altogether, this book will well repay careful to contain much useful and necessary informareading by anyone interested in the modern de- tion for the electric railway builder and operator.
velopment of electrical machinery.
C. H.
T. G.
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